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True to its title concept, Soul of Man takes the listener on a 
journey colored by the many artists that inspired Pope as 
a musician and the associations he has had with some of 
R&B’s most legendary groups. The Wilmington, Delaware 
native grew up a fan of Motown and British Invasion music 
and later began listening to artists who perfectly fused 
R&B and jazz like Roy Ayers, The Crusaders and Patrice 
Rushen. Over the years, he has performed everything 
from classical and gospel to rock, pop, country, hip-hop 
and jazz. He also opened shows for The Temptations and 
the Four Tops and later served as production manager for 
these groups and other classic acts like War. Considering 
this background and his desire to expand into film and 
TV composing, one of the musical idols he would like to 
emulate is the great Quincy Jones.
     “Soul of Man taps into more emotional territory than 
any other project I have ever worked on, tackling all the 

nuances of relationships, including the subtle ones,” says 
Pope, who is also a full time music teacher, mostly working 
with grades K-5. “On the first album, I was feeling my way 
around stylistically and focused very much on the logistics 
of simply getting a recording done. This time, I was able to 
really dig deep and express passions I have about many 
different things, from the cool, chill time of ‘At The End of 
the Day’ to ‘First and Goal,” which I wrote as a showcase 
for my trumpet player, Brian Williams, who is a passionate 
football fan. The song reflects his intensity for the game. 
One thing that also sets it apart from most projects in this 
genre is that I conceived it as an ensemble project in 
which the many great musicians I work with are in the 
forefront as much as I am. I am comfortable with the idea 
of giving them a spotlight to showcase their talents, and 
am honored to work with such amazing musicians and 
vocalists.”
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C
omposer, keyboardist and multi-instrumentalist Alvin Clayton 
Pope named his 2008 independently released debut CD 
Rise of the Phoenix but that was just the start of an exciting 

solo career which reaches even greater creative heights on his 
latest release Soul of Man. Unlike many urban contemporary jazz 
artists who stick with the same dynamics from track to track, Pope 
draws from a wide array of influences throughout the ten tracks, 
including old school R&B, soul ballads, funk and Brazilian music. 
While he showcases the keyboard as his primary instrument when 
he does live performances, the multi-talented performer also plays 
alto sax on the opening track “You Remind Me” and “At The End 
of the Day” and handles lead vocals on a cover version of Bobby 
Womack’s “A Woman’s Gotta Have It.” He also plays guitar on 
“Inside My Love”.



ON STAGE
As a music major at West Chester University in Pennsylvania, 
Pope performed with the school’s gospel choir and served as 
the keyboardist and co-musical director for the group during 
performances in South Africa and Kenya. Over the years, he has 
done hundreds of private engagements and is currently in the 
process of arranging club and festival dates in conjunction with 
the release of Soul of Man. Pope is a member of the Delaware 
Volunteer Fireman’s Association, members of which were chosen 
by then newly elected Vice President Joe Biden to play in the 
Inaugural Parade in Washington, DC in January 2009. 
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NOTABLE LIVE PERFORMANCES
• Inauguration of President Obama - Washington, D.C.

• Smyrna Opera House - Smyrna, DE

• Delaware State Fair - Harrington, DE

• Benefit Concert, Smyrna Opera House - Smyrna, DE

• Christmas Show, Smyrna Opera House - Smyrna, DE

• Omega Psi Phi Talent Showcase - New Castle, DE

• Baywood Greens – Long Neck, DE

• Symphony Hall – Newark, NJ
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MUSIC
Naturally, Soul of Man gets off to a very soulful start; with the mid tempo 
easy funk Quiet Storm-flavored “You Remind Me” featuring retro-R&B 
elements and the dreamy lead vocals of Jennifer Richburg. “First and 
Goal”, the showcase for trumpeter Brian Williams begins with a hypnotic 
synth vamp and rumbling funk beat, then eases into a mid tempo groove 
that lays a foundation for Williams’ horn melody and rising brass section. 
Pope’s low toned, seductive sax is front and center on the in the pocket, 
smooth “Groovin’”, a track reminiscent of classic Grover Washington, Jr. 
He uses sax as a complement to his emotional lead vocals on the classic 
Bobby Womack ballad “A Woman’s Gotta Have It” and as a lead voice 
over his dark jazzy chording on the moody chill tune “At The End of the 
Day.” The sensuous late night ballad “Inside My Love” finds Pope in the 
background on keys and guitar as Richburg’s vocals and the tenor sax of 
Ron Smith Sr. gently seduce us. Pope gets into more moody chill vibes on 
“Late Night Swing”, an elegant funk gem featuring a lush and infectious 
piano melody. He keeps the ambience dreamy, soulful and sweet on 
“Going Home” before venturing outside the typical urban jazz comfort 
zone and jetting our senses to Rio on a smoky-cool cover of Jobim’s “One 
Note Samba”, featuring Michael Jenkins on lead vocals. Soul of Man wraps 
with another plaintive, emotional ballad, “I Try”, featuring some clever 
insertions of old school wah guitar and the magical vocals of Vessa Fulton.

FROM THE BEGINNING
“The one thing about music is you never know where the journey will 
take you!” Pope often shares this thought with his students as a music 
educator for the past ten years. Though he works mostly with kids from 
Kindergarten through 5th Grade at a Wilmington public school, he 
has also developed musical curriculums for schools outside his main 
district for classes of students from K-12. In his capacity as a teacher, 
he imparts his passion for music, which extends back to his love for the 
swing era, with the goal of passing on the tradition of older styles to the 
next generation. Prior to becoming a music educator, Pope worked in 
production management and sound engineering.  

Pope began his musical life as a drummer but found that he also 
enjoyed the timbre of other instruments. He now plays drums, guitar, 
alto/tenor sax, and piano as well as sings lead and background vocals 
on numerous works. “As a child I’d hear a song and ask myself what is 
the composer trying to say? How can I get into their head as a listener?” 
Composition came early in the form of instrumentals and continued with 
ensemble works of various genres. Alvin now composes and arranges 
music in Jazz, Pop, and Gospel, just to name a few. While earning a 
Bachelor of Science Degree in Music Education, Alvin worked on 
acquiring knowledge in the field of recording by working with various 
independent artists in both commercial and non-commercial studios.
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Contact: 
Alvin Clayton Pope  |  (302) 438-5910  |  alvin@alvinclaytonpope.com 

Twitter:  http://twitter.com/#!/AlvinCPope

FB: http://www.facebook.com/pages/Alvin-Clayton-Pope/174780868830

REVIEWS
“Perfectly fitting into the realm of smooth yet funky, contemporary urban jazz, Alvin 
Pope’s delightfully infectious second CD, Soul of Man is also a unique adventure 
that takes us back to the heyday of old school R&B, the silky cool Quiet Storm era 
and off on an unexpected jaunt to Brazil for the collection’s most unexpected 
number, Jobim’s “One Note Samba.” While he is listed as the primary artist, 
producer and composer, one of Pope’s great strengths is letting the amazing talent 
around him shine like his musical hero Quincy Jones always does. He’s a jack of 
all melodic and grooving trades, playing everything from guitar to sax and keys—
and has a strong lead voice. But he wisely moves to the background on a few 
tracks to give his solid vocalists and spotlight horn players Brian Williams (trumpet) 
and Ron Smith, Jr. (sax) moments in the spotlight. Diversity is a quality that is not 
always appreciated in a musical world where radio formats and iTunes categories 
demand strict genre classification. That just makes the transcendently cool Soul of 
Man all the better. One of the most satisfying independent releases of the year.” 
 – Jonathan Widran, All Music   

   
When it comes to showcasing music that inspired them, some make dubious 
choices. That’s not an issue for Alvin Pope, who grew up listening to the sounds of 
Motown, the British invasion and loads of soul and jazz. Case in point: instead of 
selecting the oft-covered “Forget Me Nots” from Patrice Rushen’s landmark “Straight 
From the Heart” album, Pope digs deeper with “You Remind Me,” with Jennifer 
Richburg’s dreamy vocals doing Rushen proud.

Pope, a multi-talented instrumentalist who plays drums, guitar, sax and piano, as 
well as singing on lead and background vocals, displays his smoky pipes on Bobby 
Womack’s “A Woman’s Gotta Have It.” Meanwhile, Richburg returns on Minnie 
Ripperton’s ballad “Inside My Love” and Vessa Fulton matches her soulfulness on 
Angela Bofill’s erotic “I Try”. On another cover, Antonio Carlos Jobim’s well-traveled 
“One Note Samba”, vocalist Michael Jenkins grooves on a compelling English-
language version of the classic.

Pope offers a lot to contemporary jazz fans with his original instrumentals, where 
all his musical skills get to shine. “First and Goal”, “Groovin’” and “At the End of the 
Day” have brassy, retro vibes that will appeal to old-school jazz and soul fans. “Late 
Night Swing” and “Going Home” are romantic, swaying tunes showcasing Pope’s 
light touch on acoustic piano.

Emotional and compelling, Soul of a Man certainly allows Pope to connect to 
listeners through his intimate moods.   – Brian Soergel, JazzTimes


